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ABSTRACT

We present a novel system for collaborative annotation of multi-
view video using a web-based application framework. The server-
side synchronizes multiple users annotating video. A XML data
scheme allows streaming updates to the server and clients so that
all clients are updated in real-time. The interface for annotation is
also used for visualization of the rich media, with the aim to allow
users to watch previously annotated video and provide their own
annotations, in a Web 2.0 style. We present a proof-of-concept im-
plementation as applied to our example application of ice hockey
broadcasts for users to annotate and provide information on play-
ers.

1 INTRODUCTION

Our research domain focusses on annotation and viewing of multi-
camera sports video as this provides a rich video data set and gener-
alizes to many other types of multi-camera annotation and viewing
contexts. In this domain, the use of many cameras is common,
with the different players moving quickly each with different ac-
tions happening at different times appearing in each of the differ-
ent views. Further, we investigate how the multi-camera data can
be viewed effectively for taking advantage of the interactive, an-
notated video to couple annotation and viewing in the same envi-
ronment. Our collaborative tool provides mechanisms to support
finding the same object in different views and coordinating the an-
notation across multiple sessions and people. We imagine that the
viewing and annotation environment we describe in this paper will
be critical to support interactive video being a primary media of
web applications in the future such as video sharing and social net-
working sites. Interactive, annotated video allows users to share
particular content in a video scene without requiring the notion of
a video clip that is being shared. In effect, annotated video pro-
vides anchors that provide means of non-linearly moving through
spatio-temporal video content, much like hyperlink anchors in html
provide non-linear links within web content. For example, in sports,
this functionality supports the following example functions:

1. Users can specify that an object should remain in view so that
cameras are automatically adjusted to keep a player in view

2. Links to hypertext data such as player statistics associated
with the player

3. Users can send video anchors to their friends where particular
action is so there will be no need to watch long clips

4. Users can easily adjust the view point
Features such as these require annotation and new types of video

browsing techniques. Ultimately, the tool that we describe here
that combines annotation and browsing behaves like a video-based
discussion forum where groups can mark up video and share those
links with each other and have that annotation appear in different
viewpoints.
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2 RELATED WORK

An annotation is defined by emphasizing parts of a given informa-
tion space[5]. We can state that an annotation in general fulfils two
major tasks: first, it visually emphasizes parts of an information
space and second it serves as an anchor between a point of inter-
est and additional information, which eventually results in a link-
structure. Annotations are used because they help us navigate in an
information space and retrieve data. Annotations in video follow
the same definition given above by visually emphasizing objects in
a video stream and by serving as an anchor between objects and
additional information. Annotated videos are also often referred
to as hypervideo[13], which resolves the linearity of video struc-
tures and so creates a non-linear information space. Among oth-
ers, HyperCafe[12], HyperSoap[1], VisualShock MOVIE[6] and
HyperFilm[11] are considered to be the first research projects that
integrate video annotation as a core concept. IBM developed a pow-
erful video annotation editor called VideoAnnEx[7]. The stand-
alone application stored the annotation data in XML files using the
MPEG-7[8] description format. Finke et al. introduced the first
Web-based video player[3] that allowed viewers not only to interact
with annotated videos but also to create own annotations and share
them with others over the Internet in real-time. To our knowledge a
Web-based collaborative annotation system supporting multi-view
video content has yet not been developed. The work that as been
conducted in this field has failed to combine the presentation and
the authoring functionalities into a single coherent user interface
concept supporting the annotation of multi-view video content in
a collaborative environment and so to enable participants to share
their experiences and views.

3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

In the following this section we will analyze and identify the main
requirements that must be fulfill in order to develop a Web-based
collaborative annotation system supporting multi-view video con-
tent.

3.1 DR1: Visualization
In general, a video annotation visually emphasizes an area or a re-
gion, which might change its position and dimension over time,
while following an object such as a player in a hockey game, for
example. The main objective here is to indicate to users the exis-
tence of annotations using graphical aids. By introducing a graph-
ical layer on top of the video layer annotations can be easily vi-
sualized. Such a visual representation of annotations will increase
the difficulty for users to interpret the underlying video information
especially when some annotations occlude others. From the above
discussion we can conclude that one requirement for a collabora-
tive video annotation environment is to visualize annotations with
a minimum of user distraction in the way they perceive the video
information.

3.2 DR2: Interaction
Since annotations serve also as anchors combining video objects
with additional information, they define the ‘clickable’ areas (or
sensitive regions) which allow users to activate hyperlinks. It is in-
tuitive that the dimension of such sensitive regions must be large



Figure 1: A synthetic example of using an object mask to create an active area highlight instead of using geometric shapes. The original image
on the left, the mask in the centre and the resulting highlighted object on the right using the mask. The mask is cropped using a bounding box
from the annotation information (which results in a cleaner highlight, as the other player’s feet above are not highlighted).

enough in respect to their movement to enable users to easily inter-
act with on them. Therefore another requirement is that annotations
must allow users to activate hyperlinks with a minimum of interac-
tion effort.

3.3 DR3: Collaboration
One of the core concepts of our proposed annotation system is that
users can create and share annotations with each other over the In-
ternet. This will enable discussions and trigger the exchange of
knowledge among participants. Key for the success is to foster a
fruitful discourse between users through instant messaging. Being
part of a discussion based on collaborative knowledge exchange
through video annotation defines the requirement of deploying a
real-time system. This implies that integration of new annotations
or manipulations of existing annotations have to be distributed to
all participants in a real time manner in order to guarantee an unob-
structed communication channel.

3.4 DR4: Multi-View Video
The novelty of our system approach is partly defined through the
integration of multi-view video content such as for sport events.
Multi-view video provides footage from the same event but from
different perspectives. Therefore objects might appear in more than
one video at the same time but from a different viewing angle. A
multi-view video environment defines itself as a complex infor-
mation structure allowing users to switch between views and/or
go backwards or forwards in time (only for pre-recorded viewing
session). When choosing a method for switching views, one re-
quirement is to retain a user’s orientation between views. If users
navigate through the video space by switching views they have to
retain a sense of where they came from and where they are in or-
der to maintain orientation. Think about an event such as a hockey
game with several cameras deployed around the entire hockey rink;
a system enabling an arbitrary switch between views would risk
users losing their sense of orientation and might be unable to fol-
low the game properly. Therefore in a multi-view video scenario
switching views is always combined with support for retaining user
orientation.

3.5 DR5: Navigation Aid
Our system concept provides users with a high degree of freedom
and navigation through such information space risks the occurrence
of ‘lost in space’ syndrome[2]. Especially for highly complex in-
formation spaces a disclosure of their structure provides feasible
and effective aid for user navigation, see[4]. Therefore another re-
quirement is to create a visual representation of the structure created
through our information space as part of an overall user interface
concept.

4 SYSTEM CONCEPT

In this section we outline the concept behind our annotation sys-
tem and the approaches we used to build the system which fulfil
the previously defined design requirements. At the highest level we
have applied a client-server interaction model, where the server is
responsible for handling incoming data and its synchronization as
well as supplying rich media content over an agreed communica-
tion protocol. The client presents this data in a single interface with
two modes: Presentation and Authoring. This is to enable users
to easily view video with content visualization and also to add or
edit semantic content associated with the video. We first describe
the communication protocol and semantic description we use for
multi-view video content, discuss the client’s components and in-
tegration of presentation and authoring into a single interface, and
finally present the server’s responsibilities.

4.1 Semantic Description

The description of multi-view video content for rich media applica-
tion underpins the framework we have designed. We have several
requirements the description must fulfil:

1. Capable of performing updates incrementally (and conversely
allow streaming of content)

2. Can contain temporally variable and static content

3. Supported by multiple platforms and systems

The semantic description we provide uses a hierarchical struc-
ture to emphasize the nature of items belonging to larger compo-
nents e.g. frames belonging to cameras. A single envelope of data
can contain an entire event’s worth of content, or a single camera’s
frame, allowing us to send incremental updates between the client
and server. This also allows streaming, and fulfils requirement 1
of the semantic description. Requirement 3 is handled through the
design of the hierarchy, making the implemented representation of
this format relatively straightforward (using XML for example).

4.2 Client

The collaborative annotation client is responsible for displaying
multi-view video, synchronizing the video frames and the associ-
ated content and visualization of the rich media. The tool works
within a web browser and streams rich media from the server which
the user can then visualize or edit. We have designed a collection
of components to perform different tasks in the client application.
From these components we build up two separate modes of op-
erations: Presentation and Authoring. Together these provide the
functionality required for visualization and authoring of rich media
content.



(a) Annotation of video in Authoring Mode (b) Multi-View Display

Figure 2: Examples of annotation and multi-view interaction. Authoring Mode provides simple metadata addition to video, shown in (a). Authoring
Mode allows the display of more than one view simultaneously, as shown in (b).

4.2.1 Components

The components we have designed are encapsulated to perform spe-
cific functionality which we can combine into the two modes of op-
eration with the client’s interface. The current components in the
system are:
Video Player: Each mode of the UI requires video to play to provide
the base content to users and the cues for authoring. The video dis-
play employs the familiar modes of play, pause, stop, fast forward
and rewind, along with a scrub bar for performing seek requests.
Each of these is optional depending on the currently active mode.
Communicator: Since the client has no data of its own, it must con-
tact a server to retrieve video and associated content. The role of
this component is to set up the video streams and retrieve the se-
mantic description of the event. It must also decode the description
into the internal format required by the client.
Author: This component supplies the tools required to add new or
edit existing content. After the existing content (if any) has been re-
trieved from the server and synchronized with the video the Author
component allows the user to edit or add annotations. An internal
structure is maintained which can be translated into the description
format described above by the Communicator.
Annotation Player: The links and object information are presented
on the display through this component. There are different methods
employed depending on the current activity and platform. When
annotating data rectangles and centroids are used to identify the
currently active object (other objects are not visualized to reduce
distraction and click confusion while annotating). In other scenar-
ios we visualize the objects themselves with a highlight over their
pixels. The highlight comes from utilizing computer vision meth-
ods such as background subtraction[10] to find an object mask as
shown in Figure 1. This allows the link to come close to the original
shape and reduce distraction caused by bounding boxes or colour
distortion, and so fulfils Design Requirement 1, discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1. If the objects in the video are not large enough to present
a reasonable sensitive region for a user to interact with, bounding
boxes are used instead and are scaled to provide a larger clickable
area (which is a requirement, in Section 3.2). For example, object
masks are not used on mobile platforms since the objects tend to be
too small to select using a touch screen such as that found on the
iPhone.

The Annotation Player also provides different effects for object
selection: under Presentation, the active areas can be constantly
highlighted (as shown in Figure 1), and an object which has been
selected can be highlighted with a different colour.
Navigator: To address the requirement of the multi-view design we
have a component which records the navigation history of the user
through multi-view space, based on event time and which view was

being displayed. The user can use this interface to move back and
forward on their existing path, tracing the views from which they
have been watching the event. Additionally, a user may move back
to any point on their current path and start a new path, which will
branch off from this point. The history is represented as a tree-based
structure, and the user may go back to any branch at any point to
resume viewing or authoring. This fulfils the requirement set out in
Section 3.5.
Composer: Due to the fact that the semantic content is stored and
sent separately from the video, we require a component in the client
to synchronize the content with the multi-view video. This is per-
formed by the composer, which uses keyframes in the video feed
and frame numbers in the description to align the semantic content.
Information Viewer: Part of the content provided by the description
is information about objects which is both temporally static and
varying. This information is shown in a pop-up viewer, either using
picture-in-picture or an attached pane.
View Manager: Another important aspect of the client is to manage
multiple views and provide the user with a consistent mental map
of the event. There are two ways to switch between views: through
a list of available videos (ordered by angle to the event) or by us-
ing the interface to select a camera to the left or right of the current
view. If only the views immediately adjacent to the current view are
available a greater sense of spatial awareness will be preserved and
will limit confusion based on the current view, and thereby fulfil a
requirement discussed in Section 3.4. The View Manager is also
responsible for synchronizing feeds among multiple open windows
(if this is enabled); different times of the event may be viewed in
multiple windows, but often the user requires all feeds to be dis-
played at the same time.

The following two sections describe how these components are
combined to form the two modes of our client interface: Presenta-
tion and Authoring.

4.2.2 Presentation
One of the novelties of our interface is combining presentation and
authoring, to allow users to interactively edit rich media while view-
ing. We accomplish this by using two modes which each combine
the components presented above in different ways.

The first is Presentation Mode, used for watching an event with
multiple views and associated semantic content. All components
except the Author are used for this mode. The concept of the in-
terface is to provide the means to switch views to watch the event
from a different perspective, while maintaining spatial and temporal
awareness of the scene. We also reduce the impact of the visualiza-
tion of sensitive regions on the video and the user’s perception by
using object masks to highlight just the active object region, and not
the surroundings as with traditional bounding box approaches.



The multi-view video presentation is primarily through a single
Video Player component with a View Manager to perform view-
switching in a consistent manner. However, as in the Authoring
mode described below, it is possible to have multiple Video Players
operating so that more than one view is visible simultaneously. The
Navigator keeps track of which views have been played and main-
tains a history. The Information Viewer provides a non-editable
window inside the video.

4.2.3 Authoring
The second mode is Authoring, to allow the user to interactively
edit the rich media without requiring a separate application to ini-
tialize. This mode utilizes all components to present an annota-
tion interface to the user, which updates in real-time so that other
users’ edits will also appear in the frame. Authoring operates in
two modes - object selected and object not selected. The main dif-
ference is the visualization of active areas uses bounding boxes to
give more information to the user annotating the video; once the
user has selected an object to annotate (or created a new one) all
other active areas are hidden and only the current object is visible,
to avoid click confusion, a state where the active area visualizations
hide the video and make it harder for the user to see the current
object.

Multi-view video is also changed from a single Video Player
with view switching to a multiple Video Player interface so that
more than one view can be seen simultaneously. This provides the
user with different perspectives from which they can disambiguate
players when occluded in the active view. Each Video Player has
its own editable Information View to provide information on the
object. When multiple windows are displayed the Navigator com-
ponent is not used.

4.3 Server
For our system concept we apply a centralized server approach.
This reduces the complexity of a persistent data storage mechanism
in a collaborative working environment when distributing dynamic
content in real-time, one of our requirements (Section 3.3). In gen-
eral, the server has two major tasks to accomplish: first is to gain
access to the entire video content available to the user (by video
content we mean raw image sequence data encoded in a video for-
mat and containing no annotations). The second task corresponds
to the semantic information that is associated with the video such
as annotations, link information, etc.

4.3.1 Video Server
This component encapsulates all functionalities needed to transfer
the video data towards all clients. In our reference architecture
we do not further determine the method by which the video server
transfers the video data. This is left out as part of a concrete imple-
mentation.

4.3.2 Semantic Data Handler
The heart of the server side of our system concept is the Seman-
tic Data Handler. This component is in charge of managing the
entire semantic data transfer between clients and the server unit.
From the user interface concept perspective, the semantic data han-
dler services the Annotation Player and the Information Viewer.
These units internally process the semantic data in order to drive
their view presentation. The semantic data handler will also accept
new annotation content created by users with the help of the client
side Author component. Such data is stored within the semantic
database. Besides the extraction and integration of related semantic
information, the handler acts as an interface translating the seman-
tic description used by the client into a form which can be stored
in the database. In a scenario in which multiple users simultane-
ously change or manipulate data of an existing annotation the latest

update of the data will override the current state of the annotation
inside the database.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented our collaborative annotation system for multi-
view video, using a web-based client and a centralized server for
real-time annotation updates. The client supports two modes, Pre-
sentation and Authoring, for interactive viewing and visualization
of rich media as well as editing of the same content. Visualiza-
tion of sensitive regions utilizes computer vision techniques to pro-
vide object highlighting with minimal augmentation of the original
footage. Navigation of multiple views is accomplished by indexing
the watched views against user-time, to allow the user to experi-
ence a previously travelled path. Both modes support the visual-
ization and annotation of multi-view video, with cross-referenced
data from our semantic description to allow individual objects to
be observed, interacted with and annotated across views. The next
component we will integrate is part of our investigation into video
object link activation, and to perform user studies on our approach
for object interaction. We also intend to integrate further computer
vision methods to our annotation system to provide a much simpler
and faster to use interface.
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